
 

THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS. Use Bonitas Research LLC’s research opinions at your own risk. You should do your own research 

and due diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to the securities discussed herein.  We have a short interest in RFF’s stock and stand 

to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Because this document has been prepared without consideration of any specific clients’ 

investment objectives, financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors 

should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any securities discussed herein. This report and its contents are not intended 

to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined in the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).  Please refer to our full disclaimer located 

on the last page of this report. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Price  
(as of August 5, 2019 close) 

Market Cap Average Daily Value Traded (30 day) 

   

A$  2.35 A$  800 million A$  1.8 million 
 

Listed in 2014, Rural Funds Group (ASX: RFF) (“RFF”, the “Company”) presents itself as a successful real estate investment trust 
(“REIT”) with an enviable portfolio of Australian agricultural assets that offers investors an attractive dividend yield without exposure to 

traditional farming business risks. Not all is what it seems.   

 

Evidence suggests that RFF’s reported profitability had included A$ 28+ million of fabricated rental income paid to RFF by its two largest 

third-party lessees.  We believe that RFF had artificially inflated its reported financial performance to raise cash from the capital markets 

for two reasons: (1) to finance its attractive ~76% payout ratio to shareholders; and (2) to conduct multiple nefarious transactions between 

RFF and RFF Management’s privately-held business, Rural Funds Management (“RFM”) in order to siphon assets into RFM for RFF 

Management’s own personal gains. 
 

RFF’s shareholder dividends have accounted for only a small portion of the A$ 475 million RFF raised from equity issuances and 

borrowings since FY’14.   In addition, evidence suggests that a portion of RFF’s cash proceeds were siphoned out of RFF into RFM.  RFF 

Management has given little explanation why RFF would lend RFM or RFM Related Funds any money at all, let alone A$ 30+ million!  

RFF Management continues to tell investors that RFM’s sole form of compensation for managing RFF’s assets under management is ~1% 

fee per annum.  This is far from the truth. 

 

As we researched RFF, we became convinced that RFM was specifically designed to operate as a separate private entity to allow RFF 
Management to siphon cash into RFM.  RFF Management operates both RFF and RFM, yet RFF Management owns 100% of RFM and 

owns less than 5% of RFF’s equity.  To us, this immediately appeared as a clear conflict of interest between the incentive structures of 

RFF Management versus RFF minority shareholders.   

 

RFF’s largest nefarious transaction appeared as an undisclosed dividend recapitalization of RFM’s newly acquired cattle asset, J&F, which 

included a A$ 30 million special cash dividend paid to RFM financed by borrowings backstopped by RFF’s A$ 75 million financial 

guarantee to J&F.  In addition, RFF’s 1H’19 results disclosed that it was owed A$ 14.5 million from an RFM related party macadamia 
lessee which inexplicably did not appear on the lessee’s balance sheet.  In total, we calculate that through these two transactions plus 

various ongoing cash expenses and fees since FY’14, RFF Management had siphoned A$ 86+ million into RFM at the ultimate expense 

of RFF minority shareholders.   

 

We encourage all market participants to carefully review the publicly-available evidence we relied upon when formulating our opinion.  

We think it to be in the best interest of RFF minority shareholders to immediately commence an independent investigation into RFF’s 

reported rental income from its two largest third-party lesseess and into its two recent transactions that appear solely to benefit RFF 

Management’s private holdings. 
 

We have witnessed scams with similar characteristics end poorly for minority shareholders.  We refer readers to review two other Australian 

case studies, Frank Wilson from TFS Corp (Quintis) (ASX: QIN) and Mark Sowerby of Bluesky (ASX: BLA), whose respective frauds 

also included a combination of MIS-Fund schemes, inflated financial performance, exorbitant management fees, and various related party 

transactions between the public company and management’s private business.   

 

We calculate that RFF Management overstated RFF’s net assets by 100% and that RFF’s true net assets figure was only A$ 268 million as 

of December 31, 2018, which would put RFF in breach of its recently increased minimum A$ 400 million net asset loan covenant.  And 
as we have laid out in this report, we believe nearly 100% of RFF’s reported profits since FY’17 are attributable to either fabricated rental 

income or non-cash gains from dubious fair value changes applied to RFF’s assets.    

 

We believe the outcome of corrected financial statements will reveal that RFF minority shareholders were always designed to be last in 

line when RFF’s capital raising days were over and the music stopped.  Because of this, we are short RFF and believe RFF’s equity is 

ultimately worthless. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

RFF claims that its unique business model captures the economic benefits of land ownership and rental income paid 

by long-term lessees without the risks associated with RFF operating the farmland itself.  

 

As a public company, RFF reported consistent growth in revenues, profits and its shareholder cash dividend, resulting 

in steady investor interest and a stock price up 300+% since its IPO in February 2014. 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

We were skeptical that RFF had successfully innovated a business as old as tenant farming.   

 

Our work revealed corroborating evidence that RFF Management fabricated RFF’s financial statements by artificially 

inflating the amount of rental income received from its two largest third-party operating lessees.  Since its February 

2014 IPO, RFF raised A$ 475 million from various equity issuances and borrowings using artificially inflated financial 

performance to attract investor interest. 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic based on RFF Financial Statements 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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We believe that a significant portion of RFF’s cash proceeds have been inappropriately siphoned out of RFF and into 

RFM via various nefarious transactions between RFF and RFM.  

 

Inexplicably, RFF disclosed a significant increase in the size of its related party transactions with RFM (RFF 

Management privately owns 100% of RFM) and RFM managed investment scheme related party farm operation 

lessees (“RFM Related Funds”) since FY’17.   

 

As of December 31, 2018, RFF’s related party loans to RFM and RFM Related Funds exceeded A$ 30+ million, up 

from less than A$ 1 million three years prior.   

 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic based on RFF Financial Statements 

 

RFF Management has given little explanation why RFF would lend RFM or any of RFM’s Related Funds money at 

all, let alone A$ 30+ million!  RFF Management continues to tell investors that RFM’s sole form of compensation for 

managing RFF’s assets under management is ~1% fee per annum.  This is far from the truth.   

 

RFF Management controls and operates both boards of RFF and RFM, yet RFF Management owns 100% of RFM 

and owns less than 5% of RFF’s equity.  The table below illustates how incestuous management is between the two 

entities and highlights David Bryant as RFM’s largest shareholder and the scheme’s ring-leader.  

 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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Source: Bonitas Compilation based on RFF and RFM FY’18 Annual Reports; Bloomberg HDS Function 

 

If you were in RFF Management’s shoes, which entity would you care about? Which entity would you work for?  The 

entity that you own shares of and pays you compensation?  Or would you prioritize the entity that you barely own that 

pays you zero compensation?  To us, this immediately appeared as a clear conflict of interest between the incentive 

structures of RFF Management versus RFF minority shareholders.  

 

We highlight two specific transactions that appear to have resulted in A$ 45 million in cash into RFM and RFM 

Related Funds for the exclusive private benefit of RFF Management.  

 

RFF’s largest nefarious transaction was a A$ 30 million undisclosed special cash dividend to RFM as part of RFF’s 

expansion into the cattle business.  RFF guaranteed A$ 75 million in July 2018 to J&F Australia Pty Ltd (“J&F”) 

specifically intended to secure working capital for stocking feedlots and cattle inventory of RFF’s newly acquired 

cattle properties.   

 

ASIC filings reveal that within one week of the deal being consummated, RFF Management abused RFF’s A$ 75 

million financial guarantee to secure working capital for J&F and instead directed J&F to borrow A$ 30 million against 

RFF’s financial guarantee to pay a A$ 30 million undisclosed special cash dividend to RFM. 

 

We call that a Bait and Switch.  

 

Another highlighted nefarious transaction revolves around details of (or lack thereof) A$ 14.5 million owed to RFF 

by RFM Related Fund macadamia lessee 2007 Macgrove Project disclosed in RFF’s 1H’19 Interim Report.  

 

In total, we calculate that through these two transactions plus various ongoing cash expenses and fees since FY’14, 

RFF Management had siphoned A$ 86+ million into RFM at the ultimate expense of RFF minority shareholders.  

 

 
Source: RFF Financial Statements, J&F Australia ASIC Filings dated August 31, 2018 (post-paywall), Bonitas Calculation 

 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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Despite RFF Management’s claim that RFM’s sole form of compensation for managing RFF’s assets under 

management is ~1% fee per annum, evidence shows inexplicable related party loan activity and A$ 30 million in cash 

siphoned into RFM as a result of RFF Mangement’s immediate abuse of RFF’s A$ 75 million financial guarantee to 

J&F.  

 

Since RFF Management has financial controls of both RFF and its 100% privately-owned RFM, we fear there is little 

that minority shareholders can do without removing Bryant and his cohorts from RFF and RFM, effectively “cutting 

the head off the snake.”  This will reduce RFF Management’s ability to conduct any further unscrupulous dealings 

between RFF and RFM until an independent review can hopefully account for RFF’s actual financial position.  

 

Unfortunately, as is the case with most public market frauds, retail minority shareholders tend to ride these frauds 

until it is too late.  For those who failed to take note of past warnings, we suggest you speak with Quintis and Blue 

Sky minority shareholders who realized mounting losses and remain further burdened by restricted liquidity from 

indefinite stock suspensions imposed by the ASX.  

 

    
 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://www.bonitasresearch.com/company/quintia-ltd-f-k-tropical-forestry/
https://www.bonitasresearch.com/company/blue-sky-alternative-investments-ltd-asx-bla/
https://www.bonitasresearch.com/company/blue-sky-alternative-investments-ltd-asx-bla/
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Source: Bloomberg 5Yr Historical Price Chart 

 

 

Because of this, we are short RFF and believe its stock is ultimately worthless. 

 

We hope that in leading by example we encourage more daily individual effort by our readers to do their part in 

making the world a safer and better place by outing fraudulent activity to relevant authorities.   

 

Those who lie, cheat and steal their way to personal wealth will have their day of comeuppance, and we are proud of 

our small part in delivering to David Bryant and his cohorts what they rightfully deserve, the crumbling of a fictitious 

empire. 

 

 

 

 

“For every fraudster crucified at the stake, an angel gets its wings.”  

 
– Bonitas Research, August 2019 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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A$ 28+ MILLION OF FABRICATED RENTAL INCOME 
 

Evidence suggests that RFF overstated its reported rental income received from its two largest third-party lessees by 

A$ 28+ million since FY’17.   

 

RFF’s revenues are generated from rental income paid by lessees of RFF’s farmland. Of RFF’s 6 different asset 

categories, almonds have remained RFF’s largest revenue generating asset type, accounting for over 50% of RFF’s 

cumulative revenue since FY’13.  

 

 
Source: RFF Financial Statements, RFF Results Presentation, Bonitas Calculation 

*Note: Almond rental income from FY’13 to FY’17 is calculated using the total rental income minus the disclosed rental income from non-

almond related party lessees.  Almond rental income from FY’18 to 1H’19 is calculated from disclosed % from results presentations 

 

RFF leases its four almond orchards to six different lessees.  The only two independent third-party almond lessees are 

Select Harvests Limited (ASX: SHV, “SHV”) and Olam Orchard Australia Pty Ltd (“Olam Orchards”). 

 

    
Source: https://ruralfunds.com.au/rural-funds-group/fund-information/assets/almonds/ 

 

Using basic algebra, RFF’s total almond orchard rental income is the sum of rent paid by each of its lessees.  

 

RFF Total Almond Rental Income = SHV Rental Lease Expense + Olam Orchards Rental 

Lease Expense + RFF Related Party Rental Lease Expense 
 

RFF Almond Property Rental Income

AUD'000 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

Total rental income 7,067   14,798 21,719 26,469 41,479 49,462 27,900 200,914 

Almond Rental Income 7,067   7,901   8,221   12,263 22,784 26,500 14,900 104,680 

as% of total 100% 53% 38% 46% 55% 54% 53% 52%

  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://ruralfunds.com.au/rural-funds-group/fund-information/assets/almonds/
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The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (“ASIC”) has strict annual filing requirements for both public 

(free) and private (post-paywall) Australian companies available to anyone interested here:  
https://connectonline.asic.gov.au/RegistrySearch/faces/landing/SearchRegisters.jspx?_adf.ctrl-state=111b5pkilm_4 
 

RFF’s customers are Australian companies that disclose detailed annual financial statements with ASIC, which 

allowed us to compare what RFF claimed to receive in rental income versus what RFF’s lessees disclosed as rental 

expense paid to RFF in their respective financial statements.  

 

Evidence suggests that RFF fabricated ~A$ 28+ million of its cumulative rental income received since FY’17! 

 

 
Source: RFF, RFM, RFM Almond Funds, SHV, Olam Orchards Annual Reports, Bonitas Calculation 

*Note: Calculations for rental expenses paid by SHV and Olam Orchards are described in sections a) and b) below 

*Note: Rental income from RFM in FY’18 and 1H’19 is estimated based on a 2.5% annual indexation on FY’17 rental income 

 

Michael Carroll is the current Chairman of RFF’s audit committee.  Coincidentally, he is currently a director at SHV, 

at RFF, and at RFM.  If there was one person besides David Bryant who sat in a position with the ability for significant 

potential abuse, it appears to be Michael Carroll.   

 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic 

 

 

 

Rural Funds Group

Almond Property Rental Income

AUD'000 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

RFF reported rental income from almond properties 22,784   26,500   14,900   64,184   

Rental expense paid by Olam Orchards 9,657       9,307       4,428       23,392     

Rental expense disclosed by RFM Almond Fund 2006 1,795       1,650       842         4,287       

Rental expense disclosed by RFM Almond Fund 2007 514         623         314         1,452       

Rental expense disclosed by RFM Almond Fund 2008 1,800       1,731       888         4,420       

Rental expense paid by SHV 373         94           1,272       1,740       

Rental income received from RFM reported by RFF 336         344         177         857         

Total rental income paid by lessees 14,476   13,751   7,921     36,148   

Difference 8,308     12,749   6,979     28,036   

% of almond rental income fabricated 36.5%    48.1%    46.8%    43.7%    

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://connectonline.asic.gov.au/RegistrySearch/faces/landing/SearchRegisters.jspx?_adf.ctrl-state=111b5pkilm_4
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 A$ 22+ Million Fabricated Rental Income from Select Harvests (ASX: SHV) 
 

We believe that RFF fabricated its rental income revenues from SHV since FY’17. 

 

At the time of its IPO, RFF’s largest asset was its almond orchards and SHV was RFF’s only independent third-party 

almond lessee.   

 

RFF’s historical rental expense rates remained unchanged on its 1,221 hectares (3,017 acres) lease of almond farmland 

in Hillston NSW until July 1, 2016 (ie. FY’17).  RFF’s FY’16 Annual Report disclosed that as of July 1, 2016 (FY’17), 

RFF’s rental rate underwent a review and a new (undisclosed) rental rate became effective post review.  

 

  
Source: RFF FY’16 Annual Report – p. 28 

https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20160825/pdf/439mw2hf0rnhwd.pdf  

 

Images from RFF’s results presentations disclosed that SHV’s rental rates increased from FY’16 to FY’17, growing 

from 15% to 21% of RFF’s total rental income received year-over-year (calculated to be ~A$ 4 million to ~A$ 9 

million, respectively).1  RFF continued to report higher levels of rental income received from SHV in its FY’18 and 

1H’19 results, currently calculated to be ~A$ 8.5+ million annually paid to RFF from SHV. 

 

                  
                Source: RFF 1H’16 Interim Results PPT – p. 35   Source:  RFF FY’16 Annual Results PPT – p. 27 

 

 
Source: RFF Interim and Annual Results PPT Investor Presentations, RFF Investor Presentation dated October 9, 2018, Bonitas Calculation 

 

This is a giant lie.  SHV’s filings reveal SHV paid nowhere near what RFF allegedly received 

in rental expense from SHV. 
 

                                                 
1 https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20160224/pdf/43595835xxq0pb.pdf 

RFF Disclosed Revenues From SHV

AUD'000 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

RFF Total Reported Revenues 16,975 22,218 26,549 41,573 51,087 30,700 189,102  

Forecast revenue % received from SHV 17%    17%    15%    21%    17%    14%    17%      

Forecast Revenue A$ received from SHV 2,886  3,777  3,982  8,730  8,685  4,237  32,297  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20160825/pdf/439mw2hf0rnhwd.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20160224/pdf/43595835xxq0pb.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20160224/pdf/43595835xxq0pb.pdf
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SHV’s financial statements disclosed that from FY’14 to FY’16, prior to any rental rate change became effective with 

RFF, SHV consistently recorded A$ 5.2 to 5.4 million in annual operating lease expenses. 

 

Source: SHV FY’16 Annual Report – p.53     Source: SHV FY’15 Annual Report – p.62 

https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20161025/pdf/43c8b7p8w47c69.pdf  https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20151026/pdf/432cpxtc862kyg.pdf  

 

In FY’17, the first year when SHV’s new rental rate was effective, RFF reported an increase of 119% in rental income 

received from SHV to A$ 8.7 million.  However, SHV’s FY’17 Annual Report disclosed that its total operating lease 

expenses for the year declined to A$ 3.2 million, suggesting that RFF Management lied that RFF’s rental income 

increased with the new rental rate applied to SHV’s rental expense.2  

 

 
Source: SHV FY’17 Annual Report – p.50 

https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20171024/pdf/43nhtvxqwx53br.pdf   

 

Contrary to RFF’s disclosure, SHV’s ASIC filings disclosed that SHV’s rental expense declined after SHV 

implemented its new rent rate post rent review effective July 1, 2016.  It is our opinion that this is clear-cut evidence 

that RFF fabricated its rental income received from SHV in FY’17.   

 

Additional evidence indicates that RFF’s inclusion of fake rental income is not isolated to one reporting period. 

Historically SHV disclosed it maintained two primary lease arrangements, one with RFF and another with Arrow 

Funds Management (“Arrow”).  Conveniently for our work, Arrow’s filings disclosed how much Arrow received as 

rental income from SHV.  Arrow disclosed that SHV has consistently paid Arrow ~A$ 3 million in rent expense since 

FY’13.3 

 

                                                 
2 Prior to FY’16, SHV rented farmland via two long-term leases from two different parties, ~3,000 acres from RFF and ~1,500 acres from Arrow.    

Since FY’16, SHV continued to lease the same amount of farmland acreage from both Arrow and RFF, but SHV added a third operating lease 

expense owed to a third party via a sale & leaseback SHV entered with First State Super in 2016, suggesting that our estimate for the amount rental 

expenses SHV paid to RFF may be overstated. 
3 Source: Arrow Funds FY’14 Annual Report – p.19  

https://filestorage-api-service.siteplus.com/60b7079c73056aea14c99b068a44c5ed/apif-financial-statements-2014-signed.pdf   

 

 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20161025/pdf/43c8b7p8w47c69.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20151026/pdf/432cpxtc862kyg.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20171024/pdf/43nhtvxqwx53br.pdf
https://filestorage-api-service.siteplus.com/60b7079c73056aea14c99b068a44c5ed/apif-financial-statements-2014-signed.pdf
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Source: Arrow FY’14 Annual Report – p.19, 22 

 

If we subtract what SHV paid Arrow annually from SHV’s total rental expense, we calculate SHV’s remaining rental 

expenses available to pay RFF.  To us, the evidence clearly suggests that RFF artificially inflated its reported rental 

income received from its longest tenured almond lessee, SHV. 

 

 
Source: SHV Annual Reports, Arrow Funds Financial Statements (ASIC post-paywall), Bonitas Calculation 

 

Another ineffable fun fact: PwC audited RFF, SHV, RFM, and each of RFM Related Funds yet failed to catch RFF 

Management including fake rental income on RFF’s reported financial statements.  PwC AUDITED EACH ENTITY 

IN THE FABRICATED REVENUE SCHEME!  HOW DID PwC MISS THIS?!? 

 

 
Source: RFF, RFM, SHV Annual Reports 

 

For our curiosity, we would like to see PwC be included in ASIC’s first call list to understand if either (a) PwC partners 

are inept and incapable of catching fraud within a network of PwC audited companies, or (b) the PwC partners involved 

in the audit are complicit and received compensation from the fraudulent scheme (we suggest to start with a review 

of RFM payments to suppliers). 

 

  

 

 

 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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 A$ 6 Million Fabricated Rental income from Olam Orchards 
 

Evidence suggests that RFF also fabricated rental income received from its only additional independent almond lessee, 

Olam Orchards Australia Pty Ltd (“Olam Orchards”).   

 

The table below reflects what RFF disclosed in its results presentation as rental income received by its largest lessees, 

including Olam Orchards.   

 

 
Source: RFF Interim and Annual Results PPT Investor Presentations, RFF Investor Presentation dated October 9, 2018, Bonitas Calculation 

https://ruralfunds.com.au/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/02/RFF-HY19-presentation-Final.pdf 

 

In 2009 Olam Orchards was established as an Australian subsidiary 100% owned by Singapore-listed conglomerate 

Olam International (OLAM SP Equity).  Similar to other private companies in Australia, Olam Orchards filed its own 

financial statements with ASIC annually, allowing anyone who cared to verify whether RFF’s disclosed rental income 

received from Olam Orchards matched the figure Olam Orchards disclosed as its rental expense paid to RFF. 

 

We did this work.  The evidence suggests RFF overstated the amount of rental income it received from Olam Orchards. 

Below is our estimate for the amount of fake revenues RFF claimed to receive from Olam Orchards for rental expenses 

since July 1, 2017. 

 

 
Source: Olam Orchards Financial Statements (ASIC post-paywall), RFF Interim Results Presentations, RFF FY’18 Domestic and Offshore 

Investor Presentation, Bonitas Calculation 

 

On February 11, 2014, Olam Orchards made a strategic decision to sell all of its farmland assets to third parties and 

lease back those same existing almond orchards for an 18-year term lease (“Olam Orchards Sale & Leaseback”).  

Olam Orchards’ ASIC filings contain detailed disclosure about its Sale & Leaseback transaction which allowed us to 

estimate that Olam Orchards’ Sale & Leaseback rental expenses had consistently been ~A$ 16.5 million annually 

since FY’14. 

 
Source: Olam Orchards FY’14 Financial Statements (ASIC post-paywall), Bonitas Calculation 

 

RFF Disclosed Revenues From Olam Orchards

AUD'000 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

RFF Total Reported Revenues 26,549   41,573   51,087   30,700   189,102 

Forecasted Revenue % received from Olam Orchards 15%     21%     25%     24%     17%     

Forecast Revenue A$ received from Olam Orchards 3,982   8,730   12,772 7,215   32,699 

 

Olam Orchards Sale & Leaseback Rental Expense

AUD'000

Total Olam Orchards rental expense for FY2014 16,200        

Reported Rental Expense unrelated to Sale & Leaseback 9,900         

FY2014 Sale & Leaseback Rental Expense 6,300        

End-date for FY2014 30-Jun-2014

Start date for Sale & leaseback 11-Feb-2014

# of days the Sale & Leaseback effective 139            

Annual Sale & Leaseback Rental Expense 16,543      

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
https://ruralfunds.com.au/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2019/02/RFF-HY19-presentation-Final.pdf
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On October 31, 2014, RFF acquired the Tocabil almond farmland, which was quickly leased to Olam Orchards for 22 

years.  In September 2015, RFF acquired additional farmland nearby in Kerarbury which was also leased to Olam 

Orchards.  Since then, Olam Orchards’ total annual reported rental expense had consistently been ~A$ 26 million. 

 

 
Source: Olam Orchards 2016 Financial Statements – p. 1 (ASIC post-paywall) 

 

If we subtract Olam Orchards’ Sale & Leaseback annual rental expense of ~A$ 16.5 million from its total annual 

rental expense of ~A$ 26 million, the remainder equals what Olam Orchards paid as rental expense to RFF.  Olam 

Orchards paid annual rental expenses of ~A$ 8.8 to 9.8 million to RFF since CY’16, contrary to what RFF purportedly 

received between A$ 12.8 million and A$ 14.7 million in annual rental income from Olam Orchards in FY’18 and 

1H’19 annualized, respectively.   

 

 
Source: Olam Orchards Financial Statements (ASIC post-paywall), RFF Interim Results Presentations, RFF FY’18 Domestic and Offshore 

Investor Presentation, Bonitas Calculation 
 

To us, Olam Orchards’ ASIC filings suggest that RFF fabricated its reported rental income received from Olam 

Orchards by ~A$ 6.2 million since July 1, 2017.  

 

 

  

 

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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DIVIDEND AFFORDED WITH CASH FROM EQUITY RAISES AND BANK BORROWINGS 
 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic 

 

Below is RFF’s distribution history.  

 

  
Source: RFF Financial Statements – p. 6 

*Note: Distributions paid is a separate RFF reported figure. Please see RFF FY’18 Annual Report – p. 43 

 

We believe investors have been fooled into believing that RFF afforded its large and steady cash dividends from 

generated operating profits.  While RFF disclosed that it generated significant cash from operations, our analysis 

suggests that RFF’s profits relied almost exclusively upon fabricated rental income and questionable non-cash gains 

from fair value changes of dubious authenticity.  

 

As discussed, we calculate that RFF included fabricated rental income of A$ 28+ million.  RFF’s remaining reported 

profits are primarily non-cash gains from fair value adjustments arbitrarily used on biological and property assets at 

the behest of RFF Management.  Since neither RFF’s fake profits nor its fair value gains represent real cash, RFF’s 

reported profits do not support RFF’s shareholder dividends.  

 

To us, RFF Management chose increasingly aggressive favorable accounting assumptions for its fair value estimates, 

using both a low discount rate and a low capitalization rate, to artificially inflate RFF’s recorded fair value estimates 

of its almond and macadamia orchards from FY’16 – ‘18.4   

 

From FY’12 to 1H’19, RFF reported fair value gains on its mature almond trees totaling A$ 59.2 million, a staggering 

331% increase on the opening balance of A$ 17.9 million.   RFF’s FY’16 Financial Statements reported RFF’s most 

egregious inexplicably excessive 83.1% valuation increase year over year for A$ 43 million worth of commercially 

mature almond trees.  

 

                                                 
4 Source: RFF FY’18 Annual Report – p. 64     

Source: RFF FY’17 Financial Statements – p.45,46 
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Source: RFF Financial Statements, Bonitas Calculation 

*Note: Trees added since FY’16 have yet to reach maturity (7 years-old) and should be accounted for at cost 

 

The most egregious examples of artificial inflation in fair value changes are RFF’s Almond and Macadamia properties.  

RFF Management aggressively chose favorable accounting assumptions for its fair value estimates and used both a 

low discount rate and a low capitalization rate as input assumptions to increase the fair value estimates of its almond 

and macadamia orchards.     

 

 
Source: RFF FY’18 Annual Report – p. 64, RFF FY’17 Financial Statements – p. 46 

 

A review of RFF’s historical fair value changes for its macadamia property valuation clearly illustrates another 

example of what appears to be inexplicably excessive year over year valuation increases as a result of RFF 

Management’s decision to lower the discount rate applied to its macadamia property. 
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Source: RFF Financial Statements, Bonitas Calculation 

 

Since FY’13, RFF’s cumulative reported profits included A$ 76 million of non-cash paper profits generated by RFF 

Management’s decision to slightly change certain unobservable input rate assumptions which had significant effects 

on the level 3 fair value changes to its biological assets, bearer plants, and investment properties (excluding water 

rights). 

 

 
Source: RFF Financial Statements 

 

By excluding RFF’s fabricated almond rental income and non-cash gains from dubious non-cash profits from dubious 

artificially inflated fair value changes, we calculate that RFF’s cash dividend recently exceeded what RFF generated 

in real net profits.  

 

 
Source: RFF Financial Statements, Bonitas Calculation 

*Note: Distributions paid is a separate RFF reported figure. Please see RFF FY’18 Annual Report – p. 43 

 

We think RFF relied on cash from multiple stock issuances and increased bank borrowings to pay for its increasing 

cash dividends and asset acquisitions, resulting in RFF’s net debt position ballooning to A$ 259 million as of 1H’19. 

 

  

RFF Macadamia Property

AUD'000 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

Opening balance 0           1,455     2,015     4,685     0           

Additions 137        560        320        112        1,129     

Acquisition 1,116     0           0           0           1,116     

Revaluation increment/(decrement) 202       0           2,350    0           2,552    

Ending balance 1,455     2,015     4,685     4,797     4,797     

Discount rate used 9.0%     9.0%     7.0%     N/D

 

RFF Fair Value Changes as % of Profits Restated

AUD'000 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 1H2019 Total

Biological Assets 13,748      14,074      1,835       26,495    N/D N/D N/D N/D 29,657    

Plant and Equipment - Bearer Plants N/D N/D N/D N/D (9,029)     (2,498)     0            N/D (11,527)   

Revaluation increment/(decrement) - bearer plants N/D N/D N/D N/D 35,524    (9,189)     7,980      6,212      40,527    

Investment Property 0              (8,874)       (4,824)      3,343      3,343      17,191    7,398      2,832      17,066    

RFF Total Fair Value Changes 13,748     5,200       (2,989)     29,838   29,838   5,504     15,378   9,044     75,723   

RFF Total comprehensive income before tax 

attributable to unitholders
12,499      3,358        9,449       35,949    35,949    35,978    45,092    25,442    167,767   

As a % of total comprehensive income before 

tax attributable to unitholders
109.99%  154.85%  (31.63%)  83.00%  83.00%  15.30%  34.10%  35.55%  45.14%  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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Source: Bonitas Graphic based on RFF Financial Statements 

 

We are not the only ones to notice RFF’s recent increased liabilities balance and reliance on questionable non-cash 

profits. RFF’s creditors already appear to be tightening RFF’s loan covenants, a clear sign of the erosion of creditors’ 

confidence in RFF.  In the mere 6 months from June 30 to December 31, 2018, creditors have demanded a doubling 

of RFF’s net tangible assets requirement from A$ 200 million to A$ 400 million. To us, creditors’ doubts on RFF’s 

financials are justified.   

as of 30 June 2018 

 
Source: RFF FY’18 Financial Statements – p. 33 

 

6 Months Later – as of 31 December 2018 

 
Source: RFF 1H’19 Interim Financial Statements – p. 28 

 

There are a number of decisions RFF Management has made which make us question its use of capital being in the 

best interest of RFF shareholders and creditors. 

 

 
Source: Rabbit 1H’19 Financial Statements – p. 28 
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST BETWEEN RFF AND RFM 
 

Since FY’17, RFF disclosed a significant increase in the size of its related party transactions with RFM (RFF 

Management privately owns 100% of RFM) and RFM Related Funds.  

 

As of December 31, 2018, RFF’s related party loans to RFM and RFM Related Funds exceeded A$ 30+ million, up 

from less than A$ 1 million three years prior.   

 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic based on RFF Financial Statements 

 

RFF Management has given little explanation why RFF would lend RFM or any of its RFM Related Funds any money 

at all, let alone A$ 30+ million!   

 

RFF Management continues to tell investors that RFM’s sole form of compensation for managing RFF’s assets under 

management is ~1% fee per annum.  This is far from the truth. 

 

As we researched RFF, we became increasingly convinced that RFM was specifically designed to operate as a separate 

private entity to allow RFF Management to siphon cash into RFM at the expense of RFF minority shareholders.  

 

RFF Management operates both boards of RFF and RFM, yet RFF Management owns 100% of RFM and owns less 

than 5% of RFF.   

 

The table below reminds readers of our previous table about how incestuous management is between the two entities, 

and highlights David Bryant as the scheme’s ring-leader who owns more of both RFF and RFM than any other 

shareholder.  
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Source: RFF and RFM FY’18 Annual Reports; Bloomberg HDS Function 

 

Considering the extensive management overlap between RFF and RFM, we were not surprised to find fraud at a 

company with such poor corporate governance policies and conflicting compensation structures between RFF 

management and RFF minority shareholders.  

 

RFF’s largest nefarious transaction appeared as a A$ 30 million undisclosed special cash dividend to RFM as part of 

RFF’s storied expansion into the cattle business.  Another highlighted nefarious transaction revolves around details of 

(or lack thereof) A$ 14.5 million owed to RFF by RFM Related Fund macadamia lessee 2007 Macgrove Project 

disclosed in RFF’s 1H’19 Interim Report.  

 

After our review of RFF’s historical related party disclosure in its financial statements, we estimated that RFM 

received a total of A$ 41 million since FY’14 in steady cash payments for various ongoing cash expenses and fees 

from RFF, equal to 22% of RFF’s cumulative total revenues since its IPO.  
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Source: RFF Financial Statements 

*Note: Annualized figure used for total amount paid to RFM in 1H’19 

 

In total, we calculate that through these two transactions plus various ongoing cash expenses and fees since FY’14, 

RFF Management had siphoned A$ 86+ million into RFM at the ultimate expense of RFF minority shareholders. 

 

 
Source: RFF Financial Statements, J&F Australia ASIC Filings dated August 31, 2018 (post-paywall), Bonitas Calculation 

 

Despite RFF Management’s claim that RFM’s sole form of compensation for managing RFF’s assets under 

management is ~1% fee per annum, evidence shows inexplicable related party loan activity and A$ 30 million in cash 

siphoned into RFM as a result of RFF Mangement’s immediate abuse of RFF’s A$ 75 million financial guarantee to 

J&F.  

 

We encourage all market participants to carefully review the publicly-available evidence we relied upon when 

formulating our opinion.  We think it is in the best interest of RFF minority shareholders to immediately commence 

an independent investigation into RFF’s reported rental income from its two largest third-party lesseess and into RFF’s 

two recent transactions that appear to solely benefit RFM, not RFF minority shareholders.  
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RFM WITHDREW A$ 30 MILLION IN CASH FROM LOAN GUARANTEED BY RFF 
 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic 

 

In August 2018, RFF increased its exposure to cattle assets when it purchased A$ 53 million of cattle feedlots from 

JBS Australia Pty Ltd (“JBS Australia”), an acquisition that coincided with A$ 75 million financial guarantee from 

RFF to secure working capital for RFM’s newly acquired cattle sourcing agent J&F Australia Pty Ltd (“J&F”). 

 

The transaction was designed for RFF to acquire cattle properties and feedlots from JBS Australia and RFM was to 

source the cattle for RFF’s feedlots using J&F.  RFF specifically disclosed a A$ 75 million financial guarantee meant 

to secure working capital for stocking feedlots and cattle inventory of RFF’s newly acquired cattle properties.  

 

However, ASIC filings reveal that within one week after RFM gained control of J&F, RFF Management directed J&F 

to borrow A$ 30 million against RFF’s financial guarantee in order to pay out an undisclosed special cash dividend 

of A$ 30 million to RFM!  

 

We think this transaction is a manifestation of RFF Management’s conflict of interest which resulted in A$ 30 million 

in cash paid to RFF Management (as 100% shareholders of RFM) while RFF minority shareholders receive no benefit 

of increased working capital at J&F to source and grow RFF’s cattle business.  Instead, RFF’s financial guarantee 

effectively backstopped J&F’s dividend recapitalization in the form of a A$ 30 million one-time share-buyback of 

J&F shares from RFM (“A$ 30 million Cash Dividend to RFM”). 

 

To us, the chain of events shows clear signs of abuse by RFF Management’s use of financial control over RFF, RFM 

and J&F all at the same time! 

 

RFF Management used J&F to borrow A$ 30 million against RFF’s guarantee designated for working capital, only to 

pay A$ 30 million to RFM within one week after RFF Management gained financial control of J&F!   

 

47 seconds into this promotional video from RFF which discussed the JBS Australia transaction, RFF Investor 

Relations James Powell echoed the message that RFF’s A$ 75 million financial guarantee “will be to an entity 

which provides the working capital requirements so that those feedlots can be stocked with cattle, appropriately 

fed, and looked after.” 
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Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrEns-oDwsw 

 

RFF’s Notice of Meetings and Explanatory Memorandum dated July 13, 2018 (“JBS Memo”) disclosed that in a two 

part transaction, RFF purchased A $53 million in cattle feedlots from JBS Australia and RFF’s gave a A$ 75 million 

financial guarantee to an entity acquired by RFM called J&F to secure working capital for stocking feedlots and cattle 

inventory of RFF’s newly acquired cattle properties.  

 

 
Source: RFF JBS Memo – p.2       https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20180713/pdf/43whfb6tr451mv.pdf 

 

RFF disclosed that J&F’s expected use of proceeds from any borrowings against RFF’s A$ 75 million financial 

guarantee was to execute “cattle purchases, feed and other costs associated with finishing the cattle on the feedlots.”   

 

  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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Source: RFF JBS Memo – p.10    https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20180713/pdf/43whfb6tr451mv.pdf 

 

However, immediately after RFM acquired ownership of J&F, RFF Management directed J&F to immediately borrow 

A$ 30 million against RFF’s A$ 75 million guarantee to pay the A$ 30 million Cash Dividend to RFM.  On August 

28, 2018, RFF Management executed a share buyback for 99% of RFM’s newly acquired shares for A$ 30 million.  

Since RFM was J&F’s only shareholder, this buyback is more like a special cash dividend since RFM still maintains 

100% ownership of J&F post transaction.  

  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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Source: J&F Australia ASIC Filings dated August 31, 2018 – p.9,14 (post-paywall) 

 

 

Conceptually we have a hard time believing RFF’s explanation for why RFF decided not to buy J&F itself.  RFF was 

comfortable enough with the business to make a A$ 75 million financial gauarantee to secure working capital for J&F, 

and at the same time RFF spent A$ 53 million to purchase cattle feedlots from JBS Australia.   

 

Why did RFF not purchase J&F itself?  RFF Management disclosed its rationale: “This structure quarantines 

operating risks and responsibilities and ensures RFF remains a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) for 

accounting purposes and in substance.”   
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Source: JBS Memo – p. 1 http://member.afraccess.com/media?id=CMN://2A1091534&filename=20180713/RFF_01999211.pdf 

 

The facts are clear. One week after RFM purchased J&F, RFF Management directed J&F to pay a A$ 30 million Cash 

Dividend to RFM with funds borrowed by J&F ultimately financially guaranteed by RFF.  

 

We encourage those with authoritative power to contact David Bryant’s former Company Secretary Andrea Lemmon, 

who abruptly resigned in August 2018 after 21 years of working with David Bryant since RFM was founded in 1997.5  

Andrea Lemmon was a former director of RFF and RFM and involved as the spokeswoman featured in numerous RFF 

capital raising promotional videos.  

 

 
  

                                                 
5 https://www.finnewsnetwork.com.au/CompanyReports/Rural-Fund-Group/20180831/Rural-Funds-Group-Announces-Change-of-Company-

Secretary 
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INEXPLICABLE A$ 14.5 MILLION LOAN TO 2007 MACGROVE PROJECT 
 

 
Source: Bonitas Graphic 

 

As of December 31, 2018, RFF’s related party loans to RFM and RFM Related Funds exceeded A$ 30+ million, up 

from less than A$ 1 million three years prior.  Despite RFF’s narrative that is insulated from the operating risks of its 

farm lessees, RFF’s related party loans to RFF’s operating lessees increased as those lessees generated increasingly 

negative operating cash flows.  

 

 
Source: RFM Related Funds Annual Reports 

 

As of December 31, 2018, RFF disclosed that the balance of monies owed by related parties to RFF had swelled to 

A$ 30.5 million, which consisted primarily of loans to two related parties, Cattle JV Pty Ltd (a RFM subsidiary) 

(“RFM Cattle JV”) and the 2007 Macgrove Project (a RFM Related Fund).   

 

RFF’s loan to RFM Cattle JV was held as a finance lease asset on RFF’s balance sheet.  
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Disclosed RFF Receivables Owed to RFF 
 

 

 
Source: RFF FY’18 Annual Report – p. 62, 82 

 

RFF’s loan to RFM Cattle JV was recorded as a corresponding liability on RFM’s balance sheet.  

 

Disclosed RFM Liabilities Owed to RFF 

 
Source: RFM FY’18 Financial Statements (ASIC post-paywall) – p. 31  

 

Inexplicably in 1H’19, RFF disclosed that it was also owed A$ 14.5 million from the 2007 Macgrove Project.   
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Source: 1H’19 RFF Financial Statements – p. 31 

 

The 2007 Macgrove Project is a RFF long-term operating lessee that has not grown its hectares or macgrove count in 

the last 5 years.   Why would a mature macadamia grower suddenly require a loan that is 3x greater than its 

total assets as of FYE’18 and 2x greater than FY’18 revenue?  

 

 
Source: 2007 Macgrove Project Financial Statements 

 

Why is RFF’s A$ 14.5 million loan nowhere to be found on 2007 Macgrove Project’s balance sheet?  
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Source: 2007 Macgrove Project 1H’19 Interim Financial Statements – p.7, 13 

https://ruralfunds.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/M07-Accounts-31Dec18.pdf 

 

Something is amiss.  We were able to identify the Cattle JV loan on RFM’s balance sheet as a liability owed to RFF.  

We were unable to locate the A$ 14.5 million loan owed to RFF by the 2007 Macgrove Project.   

 

For minority shareholder’s sake, we hope someone finds the A$ 14.5 million before it vanishes into secrecy-protected 

foreign jurisdictions and becomes infinitely harder to reclaim. 
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WHY WE BELIEVE RFF’S EQUITY IS WORTHLESS 
 

How does all of this pertain to RFF minority shareholders?  Why are we confident that RFF’s equity is worthless? 

 

Limited only to publicly available information, we were able to identify evidence that RFF Management fabricated 

RFF’s reported rental income received from SHV and Olam Orchards.  We highlight dubious fair value changes to 

RFF’s biological and property assets.  We identified RFF Management’s abuse of its financial control over RFF by 

structuring a A$ 30 million Cash Dividend to RFM immediately after RFM acquired J&F.  

 

For all these reasons RFF could easily be deemed uninvestible.   

 

However, for argument’s sake, we subtracted RFF fake profits and applied the liabilities from RFF’s A$ 75 million 

guarantee to J&F and RFF’s A$ 14.5 million loan to 2007 Macgrove Project to calculate RFF’s true net asset figure. 

We calculate that RFF Management overstated RFF’s net assets by 100% and that RFF’s true net assets figure was 

only A$ 268 million as of December 31, 2018, which would put RFF in breach of its recently increased minimum 

A$ 400 million net asset loan covenant.   

 

 
Source: Bonitas Calculation 

 

However, the truth could be much worse.  Our true net asset calculation assumes that RFF’s reported financial 

performance on the rest of its business outside almonds and macadamia is accurately reported.  Instead, we believe 

RFF Management made many more lies yet to be uncovered.   

 

We do not have a clear picture of RFF’s actual financial statements, but neither did we when we stated our opinion on 

Bluesky.   Recall from the Bluesky Initiation Report that we estimated actual AUM to be 63% below reported figures.  

One year later and reality turned out to be much worse than we had evidence to suggest.  

 

Bluesky’s stock is down 99% and currently suspended indefinitely by the ASX.  

 

As we have laid out in this report, we believe nearly 100% of RFF’s reported profits since FY’17 are attributable to 

either fabricated rental income or non-cash gains from dubious fair value changes applied to RFF’s assets.   We believe 

the outcome of corrected financial statements will reveal that RFF minority shareholders were always designed to be 

last in line when RFF’s capital raising days were over and the music stopped. 

 

Because of this, we are short RFF and believe RFF’s equity is ultimately worthless.  

http://www.bonitasresearch.com/
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DISCLAIMER 
 

We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is RFF. So are the banks that raised money for RFF.  If you are invested 

(either long or short) in RFF, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like everyone else, are entitled 

to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of our opinions about the public 

companies we research is in the public interest.  

 

You are reading a short-biased opinion piece. We stand to profit if the price of RFF’s stock declines. This report and all statements 
contained herein are the opinion of Bonitas Research LLC (“Bonitas”) and are not statements of fact. Our opinions are held in good faith, 

and we have based them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our research report to support our opinions. We conducted 

research and analysis based on public information in a manner that any person could have done if they had been interested in doing so. 

You can publicly access any piece of evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report. Think critically about our report 

and do your own homework before making any investment decisions. We are prepared to support everything we say, if necessary, in a 

court of law.  

 

As of the publication date of this report, Bonitas (a Texas limited liability company) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, 
affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has a direct or indirect short position in the stock (and/or 

possibly other options or instruments) of the company covered herein, and therefore stands to realize significant gains if the price of such 

instrument declines. Use Bonitas’ research at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence before making any 

investment decision with respect to the securities covered herein. The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor 

should they be construed as investment advice or any recommendation of any kind.  

 

Following publication of this report, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or 

neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial opinion. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, 
nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws 

of such jurisdiction. To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained 

from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or 

who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis, 

we expend considerable time and attention in an effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and 

accurate. We strive for accuracy and completeness to support our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write, 

however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind– whether express or implied.  
 

If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing Bonitas’ research and materials on behalf of: 

(A) a high net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a financial 

institution, government or local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.  

 

This report is not available to Australian residents.  This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain 

any financial product advice as defined in the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Because this document has been prepared without 
consideration of any specific client’s investment objectives, financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed 

as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any 

decision regarding any securities discussed herein.  Currently, because of ambiguity in Australian law, we are restricting access to our 

reports by Australian residents.  Australian residents are encouraged to contact their lawmakers to clarify the ambiguity under Australian 

financial licensing requirements.   

 

This report should only be considered in its entirety.  Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section, 

paragraph, sentence or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report.  The 
section headings contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed 

statements of opinions in their respective sections.  

 

Bonitas makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with 

regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Bonitas does not 

undertake a duty to update or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and opening this report 

you knowingly and independently agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material herein shall be 

governed by the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal and exclusive 
jurisdiction of the superior courts located within the State of Texas and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or applicable law, given 

that Bonitas is a Texas limited liability company that operates in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any 

claim or cause of action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such 

claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred. The failure of Bonitas to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer 

shall not constitute a waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to 

be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision 

and rule that the other provisions of this disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction 
provision. 
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